
Commentary: Introductory Comments to Some Applied
Papers by David R. Brillinger, by Tore Schweder and

Haiganoush Preisler

In addit ion to st ati stics, David took care in developing my att itude as a
scientist - and he wrote a poem of his own in my draft t hesis about whales
and statis tics . He also cared for us personally. We were invited to use Lorie's
and David 's house when they went to New Zealand in the summer of 1973.
Our newborn child spent her first time out of Alt a Bates hospital in their
house. David also gave me support in a more touchy matter. I was on a US
Navy grant , and felt uneasy when I realized that I had to acknowledge the
grant in a publication. Strike it in the last galley, was David 's advice - which
I in the end did not follow. And there was fun, also outside the soccer field.
David suggested t he movie "T he harder they come". My son , an aspiring
reggae musician, was happy to find the Jimmy Cliff LP in my old stock. In
the last couple of years we have been lucky to have David as an advisor in
our Centre for Ecological and Evolutionary Synthesis in Oslo, and to have
David repeatedly visiting.

E mpirical mod ellin g of popula t ion t im e series data: The case of
age and density dependent vital rates [1980]

A stochastic matrix model is used to study a population of sheep
blowfly observed over two years in a lab. The flies were kept in a cage, and
fed on a constant diet . The population experienced substantial fluctuations
in size over the observational period. Matrix models for stage-structured
populations like the sheep blowfly have become popular (Caswell (2000) Ma
trix Population Models: Construction, Analysis, and Interpretation, is cited
some 1900 times).

The hypothesis behind the experiment was t hat competition for resources
would occur only in egg laying and that the population fluctuations were
due to variability in recruitment . Mortality was thought only to depend
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on age. By fitting a product model to age-and abundance specific survival
probabili ti es by weighted least squares, it is found t hat age-spec ific mortality
does depend on abundance, and also on abundance two days earlier. By
residual analysis it is also found that there are further dependencies.

The present pap er is an early st udy with vit al parameters, particularly the
mortality rate, depending on population size and being affected by random
vari ation. It has influenced the field of population dynamics to make more
use of rather standard statistical methodology.

Learning a Potential Function from a Trajectory [2007] This short
Signal Processing Let ter presents stochasti c differential equation models for
moving objects where the drift term is the negative gradient of a potential
function, providing a form al background and a general discussion missing in
t he lit erature. These models can have regions of att raction , absorbt ion or
repulsion. Various interesting and useful potential func tions that are linear
combinations of given differenti al functions are considered. Being linear in
unknown parameters, they can be est imated by linear regression alt hough
with stochasti c regressors. Asymptotic t heory is present ed for t he pot ential
function estimator based on st andard assumptions on condit ional indepen
dence and zero mean residuals. A similar regression model is used in the
soccer st udy (Brillinger 2007b) discussed below. For curved potential func
t ions one might wonder whether the residual terms really have zero mean .
Ano ther question is how the asymptot ics of the estimated potential depends
on the potenti al funct ion it self. If t he att raction, say to a point , is sufficient ly
strong, a single t rajectory might for example not provide enough information
to allow first order convergence to normality.

A Potential Function Approach to the Flow of Play in Soccer [2007]
Soccer , or football as we say outside USA and Can ada where t his game is by
far the most popular of sports, is a game played by two teams of 11 players
each. The play field is rect angular about 105 by 68 m, with a goal at each
short end. The purpose is for each team to have the ball inside the goal of
t he other team as many times as possible, and have the ball inside its own
goal as few t imes as possible. The ball is passed from player to player within
a team, usually by the kick of a foot , until a goal is scored, the ball get s off
t he field or is picked up by t he other team or is lost because an arm or hand
is used or some other rule is broken.
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David got interested in soccer during h is years a t LSE. In the early 1970s
we were severa l Norwegian students at the Berkeley department. \Ve got a
Norwegian newspaper to t he coffee room, and David was quick to grab it to
get Hews of soc-cer ill England.

T he purpose of t his art icle is to esta blish a sta t ist ica l framework for de
scribing and simu lat ing how a game of soccer develops. This is don e by
breaking t he ga me out in spells of hall occupancy. A spell is a successsion of
passes of t he ball wit hin a team. All unu sually long spell ill t he 2006 World
Cup gamc between Argentina and Serbia-Montenegro is stud ied in detail . It
had 25 passscs and ended wit h a goal for Arge nt ina. The spell is characterized
by the position Ti of th e ball when pass i is init ia ted , and also the time t i . A
potential Function H that describes t he spatia l succession r , - r l+J for given
times is IIS Sl111l('d :

The pot ential fu nction is assu med linear ill so me parameters , and so is the
gradient. These parameters are estimated by least sq uares from t he posi t ion s
an d times of the spel l. T he es t imated pot ential fu nct ion is a hi t skewed
towards th e left of t he field seen from th e Argent inia n side, a nd might be
symmetrized when used to simulate a game. To simula te a game, a poten tia l
fu nction is a lso need ed for the ot her team, and also a way to simulate ti me
points wit hin spells aw l a sto pping time for spells.

Slnco passes general ly are made towards t he opposing goal where the
poten tial function is steepest, t he least squares approach taken ill the paper
will bias the est imated potenti al funct ion towards less stee pness. A part ia l fi x
is to also include th e curva ture (t he Hessian) ill the regression. Another point
to be made is tha t simulating soccer games are done in di fferent comp uter
games. How are these simulat ions carried out relative to ti le met hod proposed
her e'!

Analyzing games of soccer , i.e. pu lling t hem a part ill their basic cle ment s
like spells . and characteriz ing teams by t heir estimated poten tial fu nctions
and other characte r ist ics might be useful for understandi ng games and for
the traini ng of a team. O ne point of particu lar int erest might be to identi fy
to what degree and in what aspects gamc results arc determined by simply
combining t he features of each team wit hout further interaction t hai I ind o
penden t s uccession of spells, and ill what aspects more complex inte raction
must be invoked . If no such further int eract ions are of importance , a team
sho uld be trained wit hout regards to qualities of t he next opposing team.
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The use of potential functions in modelling animal movement [2001]
Potential functions are used in the physical sciences to model the motion of
planet s or particles in a field of gravitat ion or other forces determining veloc
ity and direction. A two-dimensional st ochast ic differential equat ion (SDE)
provides a st ochast ic version of the deterministic potential function model.
The drift term in the SDE is then the negative gradient of the potential func
tion. The aut hors use an SDE to model the motion of elk (and mule deer)
in an enclosed forest . The exte nsive data was obtain ed from researchers who
fitted a number of animals with collars cont aining Loran -C receivers . The
position of a t agged elk is recorded about every minute, but with a measure
ment error of some 50 meters. Under the SDE model, the assumed potential
function is est imate d from the spat ial distribution of elk positions, assuming
this distribution to be the st ationary distribution of the SDE. An interest
ing question is whether the function est imated this way by a kernel method
really could be an est imate of a proper potential function. This is tested
somewhat informally by the Student stat ist ic found by comparing the two
cross differentials of the estimated function. The aut hors find that the ex
ist ence of a potential function cannot be rejected . Gray scale graphs depict
the est imate d potential function showing that elks t end to be in the northern
end of the area during day, while more to the south during night.

Do individual elks move about according to a Markov process, sayan
SDE, and independently of each other? The potential function model as
sumes this. Although these basic assumptions cannot be tested within the
SDE model, the model is very useful in summarizing position data for t agged
animals to elucidate questions about habitat select ion and foraging behavior ,
and also the effect s of vehicular traffic and fences on animal behavior.

The paper shows how the SDE model might be used for animal motion
data , and it finds it s place in the sequence of related papers on models and
numerical methods that David has together with biologist s and fellow stat is
ticians.

Elephant-seal movements: Modelling migration [1998] Elephant
seals migrate between their rookeries at the California coast and their feeding
areas in the North Pacific close to the Aleutian islands twice a year . Data
from individuals fitted with t ags measuring light conditions by time of the
day when sur facing to breath, in addition to other vari ables were considered.
The dat a allow the migration route to be tracked by est imat ing the position
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each morning by the length of daylight and the time of sunrise. The seals
are essentially following a great circle between foraging area and haul-out .
How they manage to navigate as precisely as they do is not known, but the
authors speculate that the seals utilize the global magnetic field. In order to
develop testable hypotheses for seal migration, formal models are developed.
These models are cast in the form of stochastic differential equations for dif
fusion on the surface of the globe . They are of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type.
From Brillinger (1997), the basic model for the case of steady drift along a
meridian is set down :

(J"

dePt = . (8) dvtsm t

for latitude 8 and longitude eP and standard Brownian motions U and V,
all measured in radians. In this formulation the speed c5 is negative when
the motion is towards the North Pole. An alternative model is discussed
below. If the target and the point of departure are at different meridians, the
equations for the diffusion along a great circle are obtained by a trigonometric
transformation of the above equations.

In this model, including measurement errors in the daily positions, ap
proximate maximum likelihood estimators are obtained. Based on data from
a seal migrating from the foraging area towards its rookery, estimates are
obtained for speed along the great circle c5 and for the diffusion standard
deviation (J" . The point of departure for this seal was estimated as the mean
position over the days thought to be spent on foraging ahead of the migration
towards the California rookery. The target , the seal 's rookery, is a precise
point , but the point of departure needs perhaps not be a well defined point .
It might be preferable to model the foraging area as an area and not a point ,
say by a bivariate normal distribution located at the center of the foraging
area.

In case navigation is done continuously by the magnetic field, continuous
time modelling as above is appropriate. If however navigation is done celes
tially, discrete time modelling might be preferable. In that case navigation is
prevented during daylight when the stars are invisible, and also those nights
with clouds on the sky.

Tag technology has developed considerably since the elephant seal data
were obtained. Modern tags would measure position by GPS at each sur
facing , with very little measurement error. Such tags are widely used to
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u nderstand an imal behavior . an d diffusion models for migration on a sphere
like the OIlC above should be in conside rable demand.

An a lternative model for an Omsrcin-Uhlcnbcck process on the sphere
wit h d rift. towards the Xort h Pole a nd with attraction to a meridian a t. lon
git ude TIl is dOl = i5dt + mlUt- d9t = l (m - 9d + d\~ . Here HI is latitndo and
cPt is distance from (Bt,m) along a great. circle perpendi cular to the merid
ia n, an d dU is rando m laritudinal disturbance a nd dV is the sa me along t he
perpendicular great circle. In this model, B is causally independent. of cp, and
is therefore a one- dimensional linear SDE process . The exact. likelih ood for
observat ions a t. discret e points in time is available. T he ex pected velocity
along the great cir cle is 6 ami t he push of rever ting hack to the meridian
a t m along a perpendicular grea t circle at position cPt is 'Y. This model is,
perhap s, a more transparen t model tha n that in the paper .

R andom process m ethods a nd e nviro n mental d ata : the 1996 Hunter
lecture (199 71 Environmental processes like weather , river flow, ea rth
quake damage etc. arc essent ial ly dyn amic and nearly always affected hy
random varia t ion, and random processes are fundamental in modelling them .
T his is t he basic message of t he paper , and three environmental processes arc
considered to illust ra te th e use of stochast ic process models and statistical
inference in cnvironmontul science.

In the first. analysis nearly a century of daily r iver heigh t of Rio Negro at
Manaus , Brazil arc an alyzed . The question is whet her there is a n increasing
trend in the now of wate r out of th e Amazon bas in. There is considerable sea
sonal var iat ion in river flow, and the approach is to fit. a model wit h a trend
plus a seasonal componen t a nd one for daily variability, Rath er th an mod
ell ing these compo nents parametri cally, year specific seaso na l compo nent arc
estimated by the med ian an nual curve. The trend is only assum ed to be non
decreasing a nd is est imated non-parametrically from the seasonally adj usted
ser ies. The estimated trend curve is by construction non-decreasing, and to
judge whether it es t imates a truly increasing trend, data were simula ted from
the model assuming no trend . The simulated d a ta were an alyzed in the same
way as the observed data, a nd from visual comparison, the con clusion is that.
there is a soupcon (touch of) significance. This ingenious non-parametric
t ime series a nalysis could he generalized . O ne might. ask whether it yield
ot her conclusion th an more traditional paramet ric an alyzes?

Damage du e to the Loma Prieta ea rt hquake wit h epi center d ose to Santa
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Cruz, California, is the theme of the second analysis. At various localities
in the greater Bay area the earth quake damage was measured on an ordi
nal scale with 12 levels of increasing severity. The purpose of the analysis
is to ext rapolate these damage measurements to the whole of the affect ed
area. The degree of dam age at an affected locality at (x,y) is modelled as
a multinomial based on a smooth spatial function g(x ,y) plus an extreme
value distributed random variable. The contours of the est imated damage
function 9 are shown. Perhaps the predicted value of the ordinal damage
score might have been be more interesting. Other distributions than the ex
treme valu e could act ually have been chosen. The predicted damage score is
broadly invariant to the choice of distribution, while 9 has the scale of the
chosen distribution.

In the third analysis the problem is to estimate the average velocity at
which weather moves from west to east on the Glob e. The data consist of
500 millib ar pressure fields across the surface of the earth over a five day
period, with two measurements (pressure fields) per day. The pressure field
is modelled as Y(x, t) = g(x) + h(x - vt) + noise, where x is longitude in
radians , v is velocity in radian /hour and t is time in hours . The longitude
specific component 9 cancels in the difference Y(x, t + 1) - Y(x, t) and these
differences are used to estimate the velocity by least squares.

David describes st atistics as t he science of using data wisely. He further
makes the basic general remark that for problems such as those considered in
the paper, the importance of collaboration and learning the pertinent subject
matter cannot be overemphasized . Agreed! Whether dat a are used wisely is
in fact not only a st atistical matter. A st atistical applicat ion is good to the
extent it is statistically sound and is also helpful for the subject matter field.
Wi thout basic language and understanding of the field the risk of irrelevance
is high. In his Hunter lecture David provid es t hree wise analyzes, as he
also does in his many other applied papers. He has evidently an intimate
knowledge of importan t areas of environmental science as well as the areas
in biology, earth science and other fields where he has cont ribute d , and he
cooperates well with subject matter scientists.

The 2005 Neyman Lecture: Dynamic Indeterminism in Science
[2008] Jerzy Neyman (1894 to 1981) founded the Statistic s Dep artment at
Berkeley in 1938 aft er 4 successful but t urbulent years in London following
his early years in Poland. Neyman's life history and some of his contribu-
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tions to applied statistics are reviewed, with emphasis on his use of dynamic
stochastic modelling in his applied work in astronomy, fisheries science and
weather modification. Neyman was concerned with phenomena developing
in time and space . David briefly presnts stochastic differential equat ions
(SDEs) as a background to Neyman's applied work , and as a common thread
in his own applied work, not the least what he presents in the paper to
expand on Neyman' s work and to support the case for dynamic indetermin
ism in science. "Indeterminist ic" was for Neyman broadly synonymous with
"stochast ic" and "st atistical". Chaos or other non-probabilistic indeterminism
are not mentioned , perhaps for good reasons since Neyman was a practical
man who sought empirical knowledge in the many fields of science where he
worked. David is also a practical man, and he uses finit e differences to obtain
likelihood functions in his SDE models.

Two of the three examples of Neyman's applied statistics works were done
together with Elizabeth Scott . Together with astronomers they developed the
Neyman-Scot t model for clustered point pro cesses when studying the spatial
distribution of galaxies. From graphical comparison of photographic images
of the sky and images obtained by simul ating their model, they found that
more clustering was needed, and they developed a two-stage Neyman-Scot t
model. Weather modification was another area they investigated together.
Through a randomized experiment of cloud seeding in Switzerland they dis
covered a "far-away" effect of increased rainfall far away from the seeding.
The third study was don e before Scott entered the Berkeley Department as
a PhD. Here, Neyman developed and est imated an age-structured model for
the population dynamics of Californian sardines that was subject to heavy
exploitation. This study predates the seminal book: Beverton, R. J. H.;
Holt, S. J. (1957) On the Dynamics of Exploited Fish Populations.

David follows up on Neyman's sardine st udy with his own study of sheep
blowflies by way of a population matrix model. This is discussed above
(Brillinger, Guckenheimer, Guttorp and Oster, 1980) . David expands on the
weather modification st udy of Neyman and Scott by using a model for trans
forming a point pro cess model of seed particles above Ti cinino in Switz erland
to a point process of rain drops in clouds blown to Zurich, and estimates the
expected delay time from seeding to increased rainfall in Zurich. David 's
third example is a study of spatial motion of elks fitt ed with GPS collars in
the enclosed Starkey Experimental Forest . An SDE model was employed and
the velocity field of elk motion est imated. To what extend does recreational
use of the area , i.e. driving ATVs, affect elk behavior? This was studied in
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an experiment were a driven ATV was tracked and its trajectory introduced
as an explanatory vari able in the SDE model for t he motion of an elk during
t he experiment al period. The elk was significantly affected by t he ATV , and
the effect is graphically quantified. In his final example David studies the
foraging behavior of Hawaiian monk seals fitted with GPS tags, by way of an
SDE model cast in potential function form . This and the previous example
is akin to Brillinger , Preisler and Ager (2001) discussed above. The poten
t ial function was modelled as a linear combination of basic functions, and
was estimated by least squares. Synthetic plots, i.e. simulated tracks, from
t he fitted motion were found not unlike observed tracks where unreasonabl e
satellite recorded position are cleaned up.

Sympathy and admiration for Neyman shines through the pap er , but in
his modest way David does not say how he was inspired and influenced by
Neyman. From similarities in their appet ite for applicat ions to subst antive
sciences and in their great contribut ions, also to what we used to call math
ematical statis ti cs, the influence must have been subst antial - or they were
similarly gifted and born under the same star.
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